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PROTECTION ON THE RUN

IRVINE, CA – Say “goodbye” to dirty, dog-eared, folded, and wrinkled blueprints forever!

EASI FILE Inc., the document handling, management and filing experts, today rolled out its newest

product for the architectural-engineering market, Easi Carrier.  Easi Carrier was previewed at the

February 2003 World of Concrete trade show, where it was nominated for the “Most Innovative Product”

award in the general construction equipment category.

The new Easi Carrier provides a convenient way to transport blueprints, maps, schematics, artwork, and

other large documents to any worksite in any weather. The soft-sided case features a collapsible plastic

liner that protects documents from wrinkles. The carrier takes the abuse of transportation, not your plans.

It can be hung on a door for a presentation, and unfolds to make a hard surface for drawing, writing or

note taking virtually anywhere, even on a tailgate or the hood of a truck.

Made from durable composition cloth, Easi Carrier has inside pockets for smaller documents and a

zipper closure. It is available in 24” x 36” and 30” x 42” sizes. Easi Carrier easily replaces the cardboard

tubes and rubber bands previously used to transport plans.

An added benefit of Easi Carrier is that it is designed to interface efficiently (snap in and out in just 2

seconds!) with EASI FILE’s award-winning cabinets to create a true organizational system. EASI FILE

has become the standard for storage and retrieval of materials in architectural, engineering and other

‘large document’ environments worldwide.

For additional information on Easi Carrier or EASI FILE, see the web site at www.easifileusa.com, or

contact Brad Barrett at 949-855-4121.
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